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Introduction:
Exercise is a common weight loss strategy, but compensatory increases in energy intake and
compensatory decreases in non-exercise physical activity often result in less weight loss than
predicted.1 Individual differences in appetite indices may affect the degree of energy intake
compensation, and thus the degree of weight loss with exercise interventions.2 Gastrointestinal
hormones that are known biomarkers of appetite regulation include ghrelin, PYY, and glucagon
like peptide-1.3-6 However, due to more intensive and costly processing procedures required to
quantify plasma levels of these hormones, they are not frequently measured in exercise
interventions. Research has suggested that glucose and insulin levels may play a role in meal
initiation, and therefore they may serve as hormonal indices of appetite regulation.3 However,
they have not been well-studied in the context of appetite regulation following exercise. The
purpose of this secondary analysis of a previously conducted trial (NCT03143868) was to 1)
determine if glucose and insulin are correlated with subjective indices of appetite regulation
following acute exercise and 2) determine if differences in glucose and insulin values exist
between an acute bout of resistance vs. aerobic exercise.
Methods:
Men and women 18-55 yrs with overweight or obesity (25-39 kg/m2) not meeting national
physical activity guidelines of 150 minutes per week were eligible for enrollment. Following
informed consent and baseline testing, participants completed two study conditions (1. Acute
aerobic exercise (AEx) and 2. Acute resistance exercise (REx)) in a randomized,
counterbalanced order. Participants reported to the clinical research unit for testing after an
overnight fast. Blood was drawn in the fasted state for glucose and insulin. Appetite was rated
using 100 mm visual analogue scales for hunger, satiety, and prospective food consumption. A
standardized breakfast meal was provided (25% of individual total daily energy needs). Blood
draws and appetite ratings were repeated every 30 minutes for 3 hours, except at the 60-minute
time point as participants were completing their assigned exercise bout. 35 minutes post-meal
participants completed 45 minutes of either AEx or REx. The statistical analyses included
Pearson’s correlations to determine the relationship between biomarkers and subjective appetite,
as well as paired sample t-tests to determine if differences in appetite ratings or biomarkers were
present between AEx and REx. Data are presented as mean ± SD.
Results:
n=19 participants (9 women; age: 34.5±7.1 yrs; BMI 28.5±4.6 kg/m2) were included in this
analysis. Insulin AUC (area under the curve) was positively correlated with satiety following
both AEx and REx (AEx r=0.558, p=0.013; REx r=0.631, p=0.006;). Glucose was not
significantly correlated with subjective appetite ratings following either aerobic or resistance

exercise (p>0.05 for all). At the 90-minute time point, insulin was greater in the resistance
condition than the aerobic condition (REx 34.72±28.3; AEx 22.9±10.8, p = 0.042). No
differences in subjective appetite ratings were detected between aerobic and resistance exercise.
Conclusions:
Insulin may be an appropriate biomarker for subjective satiety, but glucose levels following
acute exercise are not indicative of subjective appetite. Future research should be done to
evaluate if post-exercise energy intake is correlated with either insulin or glucose, and if energy
intake differs between exercise modality.
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